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IMPORTANT !  
 

- Upon receiving your order inspect the packaging material and unit for apparent damage. 

Any damage should be reported immediately so we can make a claim with the shipping 

company. Take photos, if you can, they can be used as a proof. 

- Check the package contents against the list below. 

- Never ever operate this transmitter without a properly tuned antenna connected! 

- Do not use more than 15V to power the transmitter! Observe polarity markings carefully! 

- Avoid power lines when installing antenna system, touching power lines with antenna or 

mast may result in electric shock or even instant death! 

- Do not open the unit or attempt service yourself. Contact our support team for assistance, 

if you have a problem. 

PACKAGE CONTENTS: 

� CyberWaveFM+ FM transmitter (15W, 25W or 50W) 

� Mains power supply 15V 

� Mains cable EU type 

� Satellite receiver (includes receiver, remote control and cables) 

� FM transmitter antenna (GP) with antenna  mounting aid 

� Coaxial cable for the antenna for FM transmitter (black) 

� Power cable for satellite receiver 

� Spare power connector for optional solar power or battery 

� NOT INCLUDED: Satellite dish and coaxial cable for satellite dish, TV receiver for SAT setup 
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Wiring up, typical setup – antenna system and grounding 

Installing the antenna system and wiring the antenna cables 

This is a typical system shown with antenna pole and coaxial cable going into the building where the 
transmitter and other sensitive equipment are located. Antenna is a crucial part of the system so take 
special care. It is usually a good idea to place antenna far away from your transmitter, power supply and 
audio system. Audio is received from the satellite via SAT dish and receiver. Antenna tower and 
equipment building are protected with lightning protection. Simplest form of lightning protection is 
metal rods inserted/buried into the ground.  

 

 

Chapter 
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Wiring up, typical setup – the equipment 

Wiring things up inside the equipment room 

The diagram below shows the way the transmitter, antenna, satellite receiver and other items are 
connected. Please note here that the battery is optional. It can be used and it can serve as a backup. If 
you are going to use a battery, please also ensure appropriate charging for this battery. This can either 
be solar panels with battery charger/controller or a regular battery charger operated from mains power. 
Inline fuses are recommended on power lines to the battery and charger. 

 

 

 

The procedure to first power-up step by step 

Wiring the CyberWaveFM+ is easy, just make sure to check the diagrams first and setup antennas and 
coaxial cable correctly. Proceed as described below: 

- Connect one end of your 50ohm coaxial cable to the antenna. Erect antenna tower and install 
antenna securely. Make sure your antenna is well away from any metal objects or electricity power 
lines. Touching power lines with antenna can kill you, be careful! Ensure your antenna tower is 
grounded securely as shown in the diagram.  

Chapter 
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- If you have SWR analyzer you can now verify SWR of your antenna. Included antenna is wideband 
and does not require tuning. Connect the other end of coaxial cable to the antenna connector (BNC) 
at the back of the transmitter. Ensure all connectors are firmly secured and antenna is mounted 
securely. 

- While making sure power switch at the back of the transmitter is off connect mains power cable into 
the mains power supply and connect mains power supply into the back of the transmitter.   

- Connect audio source of choice to the RCA audio inputs. This can either be a MP3 player, a 
computer or Satellite receiver as shown on the diagram. To setup the satellite receiver observe one of 
the following chapters. 

- Inspect all cables quickly again and make sure everything is secure. 

- Turn on a radio receiver and set it to your intended transmitter frequency. 

- Flip the POWER switch and wait for the unit to turn on. Enter the menu system by pressing the 
bottom key (Menu) repeatedly and look for the <RF power> menu item. Now set desired output 
power with the UP/DOWN keys. For testing use around 25% of full power. Press Menu again to exit 
back to main display.  Now you can use the UP/DOWN keys to set the desired frequency of 
operation. Wait a few seconds for the red LED diode to turn off.  

- Observe output power on the display, it will slowly increase and you will hear audio on the radio. If 
everything seems ok enter <RF power> menu again and increase power to full.  

- You should not sound louder than other stations, in fact unless you have an expensive high 
performance software or hardware sound processor you should sound slightly quieter than other 
stations so adjust your source audio level appropriately. 
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Wiring up – solar powered configuration 

Using solar power 

The diagram below shows the way the solar panels and 12V battery are connected to the transmitter. 
This provides full power requirements 24/7 via solar energy. Inline fuses are recommended on power 
lines and are usually supplied by the solar power equipment providers. 
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Front and back panel description 

Front and back panel explained 
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Frequency and power adjustment 

The three keys 

Basically there are three push-buttons available for the menu system; UP, DOWN and MENU. By 
pushing UP or DOWN you get a shift of frequency in corresponding direction. Hold any of these 
keys for a few seconds and the jumps will increase to 500 KHz. The new frequency is saved 
automatically. The third button (MENU) gives you an option to select and setup other functions of 
this unit.  

 

The menu system 

The UP and DOWN keys are used to change parameter values. In normal mode the LCD simply 
shows the frequency and power or whatever view you select. Menu key can be used to enter the menu 
mode, repeatedly pressing this key brings up the following menus: <RF POWER>, <STEREO 
MODE>, <VIEW SELECT>. Pressing the UP or DOWN key selects the desired parameter and 
allows you to modify its value. Another press on the MENU key and you’re back to the normal mode. 
Note that all these settings except power and frequency are already set as they should be so changing 
them should not be necessary and is not recommended. 

 

Changing frequency 

Simply press the UP/DOWN button to change frequency. If you keep pressing a key for a while the 
PLL STEP switches to fast tuning mode and jumps in 500KHz steps.  

<RF POWER> 

This setting allows you to set output power. Select desired power with the UP/DOWN keys and press 
MENU key to exit the menu system and return to normal operation. Selected power is displayed on 
the LCD as a line of bars. Think of this setting as an accelerator (gas) pedal in your car. Think of the 
power in watts that is shown on the LCD as the speed meter in your car. Depending on the road going 
uphill or downhill speed meter will show different values even if your accelerator pedal is fixed in the 
same position. If you go downhill your speed will be greater with same amount of gas pedal. Likewise 
here your supply voltage can affect the actual output power slightly. 

 

<STEREO MODE>  

You can set your transmitter to MONO or STEREO here.  
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Satellite radio receiver 

Setting up satellite receiver 

We have included a standard satellite receiver; it is capable of receiving analog and digital TV and radio 
satellite stations. To setup satellite receiver follow these steps: 

- Setup satellite antenna somewhere on the roof in a secure open space. It is recommended to use one 
of the local satellite system vendors to direct antenna precisely to the satellite of choice. 

- Connect coaxial cable to the antenna and receiver 

- Connect satellite receiver to a TV receiver via included cables 

- Connect power supply to the TV receiver (included), you can also use power from CyberWaveFM+ 
transmitter 

- Power up the TV receiver and satellite receiver. 

- Enter the menu system of the satellite receiver with remote control and change the frequency, 
polarization and other settings to the intended satellite radio station. 

- Once this is working turn off and disconnect the TV receiver and connect audio output to 
CyberWaveFM+ transmitter with the included RCA cables. 
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Extending range with better antenna system 

Typical FM broadcasting antenna setups 

This transmitter ships with wideband GP antenna. It is very easy to install and does not require tuning. 
Better antenna systems exist and can be used to extend the range.  

A simple vertical dipole antenna has a gain of 0dBd  and offers almost as much gain and range as the 
supplied GP antenna. However, by using several dipoles connected in muti-bay configuration gain and 
range can be extended.  

Two vertical dipole antennas mounted on a pole offer a gain of  around 3dBd. This system doubles 
effective transmitted power and gives about 30-50% extra range. 

By using four vertical dipole antennas mounted on a pole the gain becomes close to 6dBd. The ERP 
of this system equals 4x transmitter power. This gives about 60-100% extra range. Ideally it doubles 
your range. 

Keep in mind that these antenna systems require a lot more space on the tower or mast. Also, such 
antenna systems tend to be quite expensive compared to the supplied solution. Observe a diagram 
with 4 dipole antennas below for reference: 
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Maintenance and servicing 

The antenna system and cable 

You should periodically check the antenna system and cable. Especially after extreme events such as strong wind, storms, 

snow, ice or similar. Check for any physical damage or water getting inside the coaxial cable or connectors. Any 

torn/damaged metal parts or cable should be inspected and repaired or exchanged.  

The transmitter 

You should periodically remove the collected dust. Best way to do this is to remove the dust filters and 
use vacuum cleaner to remove all of the dust. Depending on situation this should be done 1x per year 
or more. Also inspect the condition of the fan at the same time. If it makes noises or visibly appears 
degraded consider replacing the fan. 
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Technical specifications 

What makes this FM transmitter series so great? 

Besides offering all the standard basic features these units also feature RDS (Radio Data System and come with built-in 

automatic switch between the mains power and external solar power or battery. This unit is completely no-tune and works 

either from car battery (12-15V) or with our universal mains power supply which works worldwide (110-240V). 

A number of protection circuits helps prevent disasters. Temperature and SWR are monitored by on-board computer. 

Hardware fold back SWR protection is also built-in as a backup.  Unit is rugged and made for 24/7/365 operation. In our 

opinion it gives the best quality/price ratio possible. 

 
General features:  

- True wideband no-tune operation (no tuning required to make it work, just set the frequency and desired output power) 

- Covering entire FM broadcasting band with clean signal and great sounding audio 

- Built-in SWR and TEMP protection for peace of mind 

- High power (15W/25W/50W depending on the model) 

- Digital output power adjustment (with up/down keys and LCD display) 

- RDS encoder for easy station ID 

 

 

Technical specifications: 

 

RF section: 
- Frequency range: 87.5-108MHz  

- RF Output Power: 0 to 25 W, 0 to 50 W (digitally adjustable with UP/DOWN keys) 

- Output connector: BNC 

- Output Impedance: 50 Ohms 

- PLL steps: 100KHz 

- Frequency stability: +/- 20Hz 

- Spurious/Harmonic rejection: Harmonics: >50dB, Spurious: -50dB 

- RF output ruggedness: SWR protection, TEMP protection, reduced power with LCD warning and RED LED 

- Quartz locked PLL frequency control, ultra stable & clean output 

- S/N ratio: >90 dB 
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Audio section: 
- Audio performance: Less than 0.2% distortion, 20Hz-75KHz 

- Pre-emphasis, 50uS, 75uS 

- Audio Input Level: 0 dB 

- Stereo separation: > 50dB 

- Audio input impedance: 10Kohms balanced, 1Kohms unbalanced 

- Limiter: Yes, all models 

 

General: 
- Power supply 50W: 15V/6A (requires 15V for full power) or mains power supply 

- AC mains power adapter: 110-240V 50/60Hz universal, works anywhere on this planet 

- Ambient temperature: -5° to +40°C 

- Weight ~1kg 

 

Thank you for purchasing CyberWaveFM+ transmitter 

We hope you will enjoy it as much as we do and if you do remember to tell your friends and colleagues about it. Please feel 

free to leave your comments at our website or post your experience in our forum.  And if you encounter a problem please let 

us know so that we may improve our products, offer advice and suggestion. From all of us we wish you happy broadcasting! 

 

Your Broadcast Systems Arabia team 

contact@broadcastarabia.com 
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Revisions and errata 

V10 (Dec 2016): Release version of new manual format 

Please report any errors you see in this manual, you will be helping us and many other users out there. Thank you! 
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